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The Virgin Blue Tracy Chevalier
Mary Anning, born in a poor family, lived in Lyme Regis and from an early age was fascinated
by the fossils, then called snake stones and devil's toenails, that could then be picked up on
the beaches. She became far more interested when she realised that these could be sold to
the gentry who had grown into avid collectors. She was supported by her family in her
enterprise but was often ripped off by the buyers and derided by the scientists. One person
came to her rescue: Elizabeth Philpot, daughter of a wealthy family who had settled in Dorset
to escape the stultifying respectability of genteel London society. The two women, of different
ages and very different class and background, became unlikely friends but the relationship was
to take on stranger twists as the excitement of the fossil discoveries - Mary Anning finds the
first complete plesiosaur - turns to religious difficulties as the importance of these finds begins
to spread.
Interweaves historical fact with fiction to explore the mystery behind the creation of the Lady
and the Unicorn tapestries, woven at the end of the fifteenth century, which today hang in the
Cluny Museum in Paris.
Cloistered in a stone cell at the monastery of Saint Brigit, a sixth-century Irish nun secretly
records the memories of her Pagan youth, interrupting her assigned task of transcribing
Augustine and Patrick. She also writes of her fiercely independent mother, whose skill with
healing plants and inner strength she inherited. She writes of her druid teacher, the brusque
but magnetic Giannon, who first introduced her to the mysteries of written language. But
disturbing events at the cloister keep intervening. As the monastery is rent by vague and
fantastic accusations, Gwynneve's words become the one force that can save her from
annihilation.
In its romantic and dangerous tour of history, Barry Unsworth's Stone Virgin rivals A. S. Byatt's
Possession.
Ella is a young American who moves to rural France and becomes obsessed by the colour
blue and the history of the French side of her family. Ella learns about Isabel, one of her
ancestors, who was persecuted during the time of the Huguenots.
From the author of the international bestseller Girl With a Pearl Earring and At the Edge of the
Orchard, comes a stirring eighteenth-century coming-of-age tale In the waning days of
eighteenth-century London, poet, artist, and printer William Blake works in obscurity as
England is rocked by the shock waves of the French Revolution. Next door, the Kellaway
family has just moved in, and country boy Jem Kellaway strikes up a tentative friendship with
street-savvy Maggie Butterfield. As their stories intertwine with Blake's, the two children
navigate the confusing and exhilarating path to adolescence, and inspire the poet to create the
work that enshrined his genius.
This groundbreaking new source of international scope defines the essay as nonfictional prose
texts of between one and 50 pages in length. The more than 500 entries by 275 contributors
include entries on nationalities, various categories of essays such as generic (such as
sermons, aphorisms), individual major works, notable writers, and periodicals that created a
market for essays, and particularly famous or significant essays. The preface details the
historical development of the essay, and the alphabetically arranged entries usually include
biographical sketch, nationality, era, selected writings list, additional readings, and anthologies
“With impeccable research and flawless prose, Chevalier perfectly conjures the grandeur of
the pristine Wild West . . . and the everyday adventurers—male and female—who were bold
enough or foolish enough to be drawn to the unknown. She crafts for us an excellent
experience.” —USA Today From internationally bestselling author Tracy Chevalier, author of A
Single Thread, comes a riveting drama of a pioneer family on the American frontier 1838:
James and Sadie Goodenough have settled where their wagon got stuck – in the muddy,
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stagnant swamps of northwest Ohio. They and their five children work relentlessly to tame their
patch of land, buying saplings from a local tree man known as John Appleseed so they can
cultivate the fifty apple trees required to stake their claim on the property. But the orchard they
plant sows the seeds of a long battle. James loves the apples, reminders of an easier life back
in Connecticut; while Sadie prefers the applejack they make, an alcoholic refuge from brutal
frontier life. 1853: Their youngest child Robert is wandering through Gold Rush California.
Restless and haunted by the broken family he left behind, he has made his way alone across
the country. In the redwood and giant sequoia groves he finds some solace, collecting seeds
for a naturalist who sells plants from the new world to the gardeners of England. But you can
run only so far, even in America, and when Robert’s past makes an unexpected appearance
he must decide whether to strike out again or stake his own claim to a home at last. Chevalier
tells a fierce, beautifully crafted story in At the Edge of the Orchard, her most graceful and
richly imagined work yet.
The compelling story of two women, born centuries apart, and the ancestral legacy that binds
them.
Feeling restless in spite of her accomplishments and imminent marriage, Trudy is ostracized
by her late nineteenth-century Milwaukee community when she falls in love with an enigmatic
man and relocates to a California lighthouse.
Finished in 1947 and lost to readers until now, House of Earth is legendary folk singer and
American icon Woody Guthrie’s only finished novel. A powerful portrait of Dust Bowl America,
it’s the story of an ordinary couple’s dreams of a better life and their search for love and
meaning in a corrupt world. Tike and Ella May Hamlin are struggling to plant roots in the arid
land of the Texas panhandle. The husband and wife live in a precarious wooden farm shack,
but Tike yearns for a sturdy house that will protect them from the treacherous elements.
Thanks to a five-cent government pamphlet, Tike has the know-how to build a simple adobe
dwelling, a structure made from the land itself—fireproof, windproof, Dust Bowl-proof. A house
of earth. A story of rural realism and progressive activism, and in many ways a companion
piece to Guthrie’s folk anthem “This Land Is Your Land,” House of Earth is a searing portrait
of hardship and hope set against a ravaged landscape. Combining the moral urgency and
narrative drive of John Steinbeck with the erotic frankness of D. H. Lawrence, here is a
powerful tale of America from one of our greatest artists. An essay by bestselling historian
Douglas Brinkley and Johnny Depp introduce House of Earth, the inaugural title in Depp’s
imprint at HarperCollins, Infinitum Nihil.
The Sleep Quilt is unlike any other quilt you will have seen. Commissioned by Tracy Chevalier,
it is entirely stitched and quilted by prisoners in some of Britain's toughest jails. Each of the 63
squares explores what sleep means in prison. A moment of escape for some, for others a dark
return to all they most regret in life, sleep has a great significance in jail that is only
strengthened by the difficulty of finding it in the relentlessly noisy, hot and cramped
environment. By turns poignant, witty, lighthearted and tragic, The Sleep Quilt shines a light on
lives that few outside can guess at. An essay by Tracy Chevalier and an introduction by Katy
Emck of Fine Cell Work, the charity that made the quilt possible, as well as many quotations
from prisoners, frame this remarkable work.
“[An] extraordinary, memorable and truly haunting book.” —Jojo Moyes, #1 New York Times
bestselling author Laura Purcell's The Poison Thread is now out from Penguin and The House
of Whispers is forthcoming this summer! Some doors are locked for a reason. When Elsie
married handsome young heir Rupert Bainbridge, she believed she was destined for a life of
luxury. But pregnant and widowed just weeks after their wedding, with her new servants
resentful and the local villagers actively hostile, Elsie has only her late husband’s awkward
cousin for company. Or so she thinks. Inside her new home lies a locked door, beyond which is
a painted wooden figure—a silent companion—that bears a striking resemblance to Elsie herself.
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The residents of the estate are terrified of the figure, but Elsie tries to shrug this off as simple
superstition—that is, until she notices the figure’s eyes following her. A Victorian ghost story
that evokes a most unsettling kind of fear, The Silent Companions is a tale that creeps its way
through the consciousness in ways you least expect—much like the companions themselves.
For as long as she can remember, Dana Clarke has longed for the stability of home and family.
Now she has married a man she adores, whose heritage can be traced back to the Mayflower,
and she is about to give birth to their first child. But what should be the happiest day of her life
becomes the day her world falls apart. Her daughter is born beautiful and healthy, and in
addition, unmistakably African-American in appearance. Dana’s determination to discover the
truth about her baby’s heritage becomes a shocking, poignant journey. A superbly crafted
novel, Family Tree asks penetrating questions about family and the choices people make in
times of crisis.
The exiled scion of a prominent Boston family, forty-seven-year-old Wheeler Burden is living in
1988 San Francisco until he is mysteriously transported to fin de siecle Vienna, a city that he
finds strangely familiar, where he finds a mentor in Sigmund Freud.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY USA TODAY • Elizabeth Berg has written a lush historical novel based on the
sensuous Parisian life of the nineteenth-century writer George Sand—which is perfect for
readers of Nancy Horan and Elizabeth Gilbert. At the beginning of this powerful novel, we meet
Aurore Dupin as she is leaving her estranged husband, a loveless marriage, and her family’s
estate in the French countryside to start a new life in Paris. There, she gives herself a new
name—George Sand—and pursues her dream of becoming a writer, embracing an
unconventional and even scandalous lifestyle. Paris in the nineteenth century comes vividly
alive, illuminated by the story of the loves, passions, and fierce struggles of a woman who
defied the confines of society. Sand’s many lovers and friends include Frédéric Chopin,
Gustave Flaubert, Franz Liszt, Eugène Delacroix, Victor Hugo, Marie Dorval, and Alfred de
Musset. As Sand welcomes fame and friendship, she fights to overcome heartbreak and
prejudice, failure and loss. Though considered the most gifted genius of her time, she works to
reconcile the pain of her childhood, of disturbing relationships with her mother and daughter,
and of her intimacies with women and men. Will the life she longs for always be just out of
reach—a dream? Brilliantly written in luminous prose, and with remarkable insights into the
heart and mind of a literary force, The Dream Lover tells the unforgettable story of a
courageous, irresistible woman. Praise for The Dream Lover “Exquisitely captivating . . .
Sand’s story is so timely and modern in an era when gender and sexual roles are upended
daily.”—USA Today “Fantastic . . . a provocative and dazzling portrait . . . Berg tells a terrific
story, while simultaneously exploring sexuality, art, and the difficult personal choices women
artists in particular made—then and now—in order to succeed. . . . The book, imagistic and
perfectly paced, full of dialogue that clips along, is a reader’s dream.”—The Boston Globe
“Absorbing . . . an armchair traveler’s delight . . . Berg rolls out the wonders of nineteenthcentury Paris in cinematic bursts that capture its light, its street life, its people and sounds. . . .
The result is an illuminating portrait of a magnificent woman whose story is enriched by the
delicate brush strokes of Berg’s colorful imagination.”—Chicago Tribune “There is authority
and confidence in the storytelling that makes the pages fly.”—The New York Times “Berg
weaves an enchanting novel about the real life of George Sand.”—Us Weekly “Lavishly
described . . . Berg uses her own skill as a writer to graphically present the reader with a clear
picture of a brilliant, yet flawed woman.”—Fredericksburg Free Lance–Star “[A] beautiful,
imaginative re-creation . . . Berg’s years-long immersion in the writings of and about Sand has
resulted in a remarkable channeling of Sand’s voice.”—Library Journal (starred review) “Berg
offers vivid, sensual detail and a sensitive portrayal of the yearning and vulnerability behind
Sand’s bold persona.”—Publishers Weekly “A thoroughly pleasant escape . . . [Sand is]
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intoxicating, beautiful, gifted, desirous, unconventional and heartbroken.”—Kirkus Reviews

Tracy Chevalier brings Shakespeare’s Othello—a harrowing drama of jealousy
and revenge—to a 1970s era elementary school playground. Arriving at his fifth
school in as many years, diplomat’s son Osei Kokote knows he needs an ally if
he is to survive his first day—so he’s lucky to hit it off with Dee, the most popular
girl in school. But one student can’t stand to witness this budding relationship:
Ian decides to destroy the friendship between the black boy and the golden girl.
By the end of the day, the school and its key players—teachers and pupils
alike—will never be the same again. The tragedy of Othello is transposed to a
1970s suburban Washington schoolyard, where kids fall in and out of love with
each other before lunchtime, and practice a casual racism picked up from their
parents and teachers. Peeking over the shoulders of four 11 year olds—Osei,
Dee, Ian, and his reluctant "girlfriend" Mimi—Tracy Chevalier's powerful drama of
friends torn apart by jealousy, bullying, and betrayal will leave you reeling.
He delivers street justice. She upholds the law. To protect the innocent, they’ll
set aside their differences—and uncover undeniable common desires in
Nightshade, a Night Tales novel of romantic suspense from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Nora Roberts. Colt Nightshade has no patience for the
bureaucratic red tape that entangles law enforcement and sets the guilty free.
Lieutenant Althea Grayson believes in the rules and procedures that help keep
order over the chaos that threatens society. Together, they are a teenage girl’s
only hope of survival against a ruthless criminal. Their methods couldn’t be more
dissimilar, but Colt senses a kindred rebellious spirit simmering beneath Althea’s
tough cop exterior—and a passion waiting to be ignited.
The Gift of an Ordinary Day is an intimate memoir of a family in transition-boys
becoming teenagers, careers ending and new ones opening up, an attempt to
find a deeper sense of place, and a slower pace, in a small New England town. It
is a story of mid-life longings and discoveries, of lessons learned in the search for
home and a new sense of purpose, and the bittersweet intensity of life with
teenagers--holding on, letting go. Poised on the threshold between family life as
she's always known it and her older son's departure for college, Kenison is
surprised to find that the times she treasures most are the ordinary,
unremarkable moments of everyday life, the very moments that she once took for
granted, or rushed right through without noticing at all. The relationships, hopes,
and dreams that Kenison illuminates will touch women's hearts, and her words
will inspire mothers everywhere as they try to make peace with the inevitable
changes in store.
‘This collection is stormy, romantic, strong – the Full Brontë’ The Times A
collection of short stories celebrating Charlotte Brontë, published in the year of
her bicentenary and stemming from the now immortal words from her great work
Jane Eyre.
The wry, macabre, unforgettable tale of an ambitious orphan in Revolutionary
Paris, befriended by royalty and radicals, who transforms herself into the
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legendary Madame Tussaud. In 1761, a tiny, odd-looking girl named Marie is
born in a village in Switzerland. After the death of her parents, she is apprenticed
to an eccentric wax sculptor and whisked off to the seamy streets of Paris, where
they meet a domineering widow and her quiet, pale son. Together, they convert
an abandoned monkey house into an exhibition hall for wax heads, and the
spectacle becomes a sensation. As word of her artistic talent spreads, Marie is
called to Versailles, where she tutors a princess and saves Marie Antoinette in
childbirth. But outside the palace walls, Paris is roiling: The revolutionary mob is
demanding heads, and . . . at the wax museum, heads are what they do. In the
tradition of Gregory Maguire's Wicked and Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus,
Edward Carey's Little is a darkly endearing cavalcade of a novel--a story of art,
class, determination, and how we hold on to what we love.
The Virgin BlueClipper AudioThe Virgin BlueHarperCollins UK
At the request of his late grandfather, Steve finds himself retracing his
grandfather's steps through Spain and understanding the power of history.
Three of Tracy Chevalier’s highly acclaimed novels, GIRL WITH A PEARL
EARRING, REMARKABLE CREATURES and FALLING ANGELS packaged
together in one eBook for the first time.
A New York Times Best Seller! A New York Times Notable Book! A unique and sweeping
debut novel of an American female combat photographer in the Vietnam War, as she captures
the wrenching chaos and finds herself torn between the love of two men. On a stifling day in
1975, the North Vietnamese army is poised to roll into Saigon. As the fall of the city begins, two
lovers make their way through the streets to escape to a new life. Helen Adams, an American
photojournalist, must take leave of a war she is addicted to and a devastated country she has
come to love. Linh, the Vietnamese man who loves her, must grapple with his own conflicted
loyalties of heart and homeland. As they race to leave, they play out a drama of devotion and
betrayal that spins them back through twelve war-torn years, beginning in the splendor of
Angkor Wat, with their mentor, larger-than-life war correspondent Sam Darrow, once Helen's
infuriating love and fiercest competitor, and Linh's secret keeper, boss and truest friend.
Tatjana Soli paints a searing portrait of an American woman's struggle and triumph in Vietnam,
a stirring canvas contrasting the wrenching horror of war and the treacherous narcotic of
obsession with the redemptive power of love. Readers will be transfixed by this stunning novel
of passion, duty and ambition among the ruins of war.
Meet the Rabbitte family, motley bunch of loveable ne'er-do-wells whose everyday purgatory is
rich with hangovers, dogshit and dirty dishes. When the older sister announces her pregnancy,
the family are forced to rally together and discover the strangeness of intimacy. But the
question remains: which friend of the family is the father of Sharon's child? By the bestselling
author of The Commitments, now a long-running West End stage show. 'Unstoppable fun. A
big-hearted, big-night out' The Times
Combines evocative photographs and illustrations in a treasury of stories by 11 international
writers that were inspired by artifacts connected to World War I. Illustrated by the Kate
Greenaway Medal-winning artist of A Monster Calls.
“The Girl with Ghost Eyes is a fun, fun read. Martial arts and Asian magic set in Old San
Francisco make for a fresh take on urban fantasy, a wonderful story that kept me up late to
finish.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs It’s the end of the nineteenth
century in San Francisco’s Chinatown, and ghost hunters from the Maoshan traditions of
Daoism keep malevolent spiritual forces at bay. Li-lin, the daughter of a renowned Daoshi
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exorcist, is a young widow burdened with yin eyes—the unique ability to see the spirit world. Her
spiritual visions and the death of her husband bring shame to Li-lin and her father—and shame
is not something this immigrant family can afford. When a sorcerer cripples her father, terrible
plans are set in motion, and only Li-lin can stop them. To aid her are her martial arts and a
peachwood sword, her burning paper talismans, and a wisecracking spirit in the form of a
human eyeball tucked away in her pocket. Navigating the dangerous alleys and backrooms of
a male-dominated Chinatown, Li-lin must confront evil spirits, gangsters, and soulstealers
before the sorcerer’s ritual summons an ancient evil that could burn Chinatown to the ground.
With a rich and inventive historical setting, nonstop martial arts action, authentic Chinese
magic, and bizarre monsters from Asian folklore, The Girl with Ghost Eyes is also the poignant
story of a young immigrant searching to find her place beside the long shadow of a demanding
father and the stigma of widowhood. In a Chinatown caught between tradition and modernity,
one woman may be the key to holding everything together. Skyhorse Publishing, under our
Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers
interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future
dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk,
alternative history), and horror (zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and
much more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national
bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books
from a diverse group of authors.
A New York Times bestseller From the author of the international bestseller Girl With A Pearl
Earring and At the Edge of the Orchard, Tracy Chevalier once again paints a distant age with a
rich and provocative palette of characters. Falling Angels follows the fortunes of two families in
the emerging years of the twentieth century in England, while the Queen's death reverberates
through a changing nation. Told through a variety of shifting perspectives—wives and
husbands, friends and lovers, masters and their servants, and a gravedigger's son—Falling
Angels is graced with the luminous imagery that distinguished Girl With a Pearl Earring, Falling
Angels is another dazzling tour de force from this "master of voices" (The New York Times
Book Review).
The New York Times bestselling novel by the author of Remarkable Creatures and The Last
Runaway Translated into thirty-nine languages and made into an Oscar-nominated film,
starring Scarlett Johanson and Colin Firth Tracy Chevalier transports readers to a bygone time
and place in this richly-imagined portrait of the young woman who inspired one of Vermeer's
most celebrated paintings. History and fiction merge seamlessly in this luminous novel about
artistic vision and sensual awakening. Girl with a Pearl Earring tells the story of sixteen-yearold Griet, whose life is transformed by her brief encounter with genius . . . even as she herself
is immortalized in canvas and oil.
Meet Ella Turner and Isabelle du Moulin—two women born centuries apart, yet bound by a
fateful family legacy. When Ella and her husband move to a small town in France, Ella hopes
to brush up on her French, qualify to practice as a midwife, and start a family of her own.
Village life turns out to be less idyllic than she expected, however, and a peculiar dream of the
color blue propels her on a quest to uncover her family’s French ancestry. As the novel
unfolds—alternating between Ella’s story and that of Isabelle du Moulin four hundred years
earlier—a common thread emerges that unexpectedly links the two women. Part detective story,
part historical fiction, The Virgin Blue is a novel of passion and intrigue that compels readers to
the very last page.
Seattle, Washington Larkin Bennett has always known her place, whether it's surrounded by
her loving family in the lush greenery of the Pacific Northwest or conducting a dusty patrol in
Afghanistan. But all of that changed the day tragedy struck her unit and took away everything
she held dear. Soon after, Larkin discovers an unexpected treasure—the diary of Emily Wilson,
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a young woman who disguised herself as a man to fight for the Union in the Civil War. As
Larkin struggles to heal, she finds herself drawn deeply into Emily's life and the secrets she
kept. Indiana, 1861 The only thing more dangerous to Emily Wilson than a rebel soldier is the
risk of her own comrades in the Union Army discovering her secret. But in the minds of her
fellow soldiers, if it dresses like a man, swears like a man, and shoots like a man, it must be a
man. As the war marches on and takes its terrible toll, Emily begins to question everything she
thought she was fighting for.

New York Times bestselling author of Girl With a Pearl Earring and At the Edge of the
Orchard Tracy Chevalier makes her first fictional foray into the American past in The
Last Runaway, bringing to life the Underground Railroad and illuminating the principles,
passions and realities that fueled this extraordinary freedom movement. Honor Bright, a
modest English Quaker, moves to Ohio in 1850--only to find herself alienated and alone
in a strange land. Sick from the moment she leaves England, and fleeing personal
disappointment, she is forced by family tragedy to rely on strangers in a harsh,
unfamiliar landscape. Nineteenth-century America is practical, precarious, and
unsentimental, and scarred by the continuing injustice of slavery. In her new home
Honor discovers that principles count for little, even within a religious community meant
to be committed to human equality. However, Honor is drawn into the clandestine
activities of the Underground Railroad, a network helping runaway slaves escape to
freedom, where she befriends two surprising women who embody the remarkable
power of defiance. Eventually she must decide if she too can act on what she believes
in, whatever the personal costs.
A charming collection of stories and fables inspired by Britain's nineteen species of
native trees, written by nineteen of Britain's leading authors. Why Willows Weep is
edited by Tracy Chevalier, bestselling author of Girl with a Pearl Earring, and contains
beautiful colour illustrations by Canadian artist Leanne Shapton. With sales in hardback
of 10,000 this collection has already helped the Woodland Trust plant nearly 50,000
trees across the United Kingdom, and it is now available in paperback for the first time.
After the Great War took both her beloved brother and her fiancZ, Violet Speedwell has
become a "surplus woman," one of a generation doomed to a life of spinsterhood. She
is drawn into a society of women who embroider kneelers for the cathedral. When
forces threaten her new independence and another war appears on the horizon, she
fights to put down roots in a place where women aren't expected to grow.grow.
A tour de force of history and imagination, The Lady and the Unicorn is Tracy
Chevalier’s answer to the mystery behind one of the art world’s great masterpieces—a
set of bewitching medieval tapestries that hangs today in the Cluny Museum in Paris.
They appear to portray the seduction of a unicorn, but the story behind their making is
unknown—until now. Paris, 1490. A shrewd French nobleman commissions six lavish
tapestries celebrating his rising status at Court. He hires the charismatic, arrogant,
sublimely talented Nicolas des Innocents to design them. Nicolas creates havoc among
the women in the house—mother and daughter, servant, and lady-in-waiting—before
taking his designs north to the Brussels workshop where the tapestries are to be
woven. There, master weaver Georges de la Chapelle risks everything he has to finish
the tapestries—his finest, most intricate work—on time for his exacting French client. The
results change all their lives—lives that have been captured in the tapestries, for those
who know where to look. In The Lady and the Unicorn, Tracy Chevalier weaves fact
and fiction into a beautiful, timeless, and intriguing literary tapestry—an extraordinary
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story exquisitely told.
Hilary Wainright, a young English poet, had lost his wife and child in France during the
war.
Forced to leave England and struggling with illness in the wake of a family tragedy,
Quaker Honor Bright is forced to rely on strangers in the harsh landscape of 1850 Ohio
and is compelled to join the Underground Railroad network to help runaway slaves
escape to freedom. By the best-selling author of Girl with a Pearl Earring. Reprint.
150,000 first printing.
Gothic, elegant, and suspenseful, Bone House vividly evokes seventeenth-century rural
England. It is the tale of two women. One is Dora -- large, voluptuous, and charismatic
-- a prostitute to whom men are drawn for pleasure, women for friendship. Her strange
death in an icy ravine affects everyone in the tiny village: her enormous, slow-minded
son; an embittered midwife; the hunchbacked lord of the manor; his decaying mother;
and an itin- erant portrait painter, whose arrival in the village unearths secrets and
passions beyond anyone's expectations. The other -- young, slight, and solitary -- is a
dutiful chambermaid to the mistress of the manor until Dora's accident begins to distract
her from her daily tasks. Her quest to uncover the truth about the prostitute's
mysterious life and sudden death leads her to a terrible discovery, and the beginnings
of a future. A novel about murder, flesh, fertility, desire, medicine, and art, Bone House
transports readers to stratified Elizabethan England, where the body -- or "bone house"
-- had a primary role in deter-mining one's destiny. Sensual, sophisticated, and fiercely
compelling, this is an uncommonly assured debut.
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